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An atmospheric pressure non-thermal microplasma jet (Ø 50 lm) was developed for localized

functionalization of various substrates, including polymers, to allow maskless freeform cell printing.

The applied microplasma jet power ranged from 0.1 to 0.2 W without causing any damage to the

polyethylene substrate. The surface characterization results demonstrate that the microplasma

treatment locally changes the surface roughness and the concentration of oxygen-containing

functional groups on the polyethylene surface. The biological characterization confirms that the

osteoblast cells attach and survive on the plasma activated line while untreated surfaces show almost

no attachment and viability. VC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3638062]

The ability to align cells and proteins and to guide their

functions by providing engineered and designed environ-

ments has been of strong interest for a wide range of diag-

nostic, therapeutic application, and fundamental studies.1 In

living tissue environments, cells are surrounded by topo-

graphical and biochemical cues which assist them to attach,

align, and guide their cell-cell and cell-substrate interac-

tions.2 However, most biopolymers are often lacking in

adequate surface structural or biochemical cues themselves

without additional surface functionalization.

Today, a wide variety of techniques have been developed

to enhance the surface functionality with patterns to align cells.

Examples include conventional photolithography,3,4 soft lithog-

raphy,5 microcontact printing,6 direct writing,7 and laser abla-

tion.8 These enabling surface treatment techniques can provide

additional structural, chemical, and/or biological cues that regu-

late cell morphology as well as the subsequent cellular

function.9,10 However, in these techniques, the surface function-

alization has been done by promoting cell adhesive or resistant

biomolecules to the surface through patterned masks or with

master stamps and requires preparatory steps. The masking and

master stamping techniques further necessitate clean room

instrumentation, long processing time, complex chemistry, and

use of solvents that may denature or degrade the deposited bio-

organic layers.11–13 Above all, the requirement of mask and

master stamps restricts the flexibility in patterning process

while increasing the operating costs.14

Due to the aforementioned limitations, plasma-based

surface treatment has recently gained considerable interest.15

In general, microplasma discharge technology (miniaturiza-

tion of the plasma down to characteristic micro feature size)

has found application in display panels,16 material process-

ing,17 and analytical instruments.18 Also, microplasmas have

been of interest in biology and biomedicine, particularly for

cancer therapy,19 disinfection of liquids,20 decontamination

of living human tissue,21,22 and surgery.23 Though versatile

and efficient, most enabling plasma technologies have to use

“hot” plasma discharges and operate at low pressure (below

atmospheric pressure) which makes it difficult for modifying

heat sensitive biopolymers and biological substrates.

Besides, the conventional plasma needle discharges are in

the order of millimeters in size22,23 and is inadequate to pro-

duce the micro-scale surface patterning needed for cell and

biomolecule printing.

In this paper, the authors introduce an approach for cell

and biologics printing, namely, freeform surface patterning

and cell printing. A helium-oxygen microplasma jet system

operating at atmospheric pressure was developed to function-

alize the surface of polyethylene in a freeform pattern.

Microplasma is capable of creating tens-of-micron size pat-

terns and printing cells on biopolymers without using any

masks, master stamps, or any prior chemical treatments as

would be required in the lithography and soft-lithography

techniques. The microplasma nozzle system is driven by a

computer controlled 3-D motion system. An in-house devel-

oped computer program was utilized to fully manipulate

motion along each of the 3 axes.24

The plasma system was based on the concept of dielectric

barrier discharges (DBD) combining the advantages of non-

thermal and atmospheric pressure plasma processing.25,26

Fig. 1 shows the schematic view of the plasma system and its

components. The microplasma jet system contained a high

voltage copper electrode (Ø 1 mm) which was inserted

coaxially in a dielectric (borosilicate glass) tube with an outer

diameter of 6 mm and a wall thickness of 0.8 mm. The ground

electrode was wrapped around the dielectric tube. Once the

high voltage is applied to the centric electrode, breakdown is

initiated in the annular space between the high voltage elec-

trode and the ground electrode. Plasma is allowed to propagate

through the flow of the operating gas (or gas mixture) from the

plasma generation point onto the biopolymer surface through a

nozzle tip with a 50 lm diameter. Fig. 2 shows the nozzle tip

with no plasma (a) and with plasma (b), respectively.
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The microplasma jet was powered by a pulsed power

supply that can generate up to 35-kV peak voltage with 100

Hz-1 kHz repetition rate and 1.5 ls full-width at half-

maximum (FWHM) of the voltage pulse. The microplasma

system was typically operated in the range of 0.1-0.2 W. The

gas mixture consisted of 200 ml/min He and 0-25 ml/min

O2. Oxygen is required to produce active oxygen species for

the functionalization of the polymer surface.27,28 However,

oxygen is a highly electronegative gas and causes excessive

attachment and eventually quenching of the discharge if it is

not accompanied by another gas that can sustain a stable

non-thermal plasma, such as helium.29,30 In Fig. 3 micro-

plasma images with various He-O2 mixtures are presented.

The plasma exhibits its highest intensity when 100% He is

used (Fig. 3(a)) and gets dimmer and more restricted as the

O2 levels increase (Fig. 3(b)). Eventually, it cannot be car-

ried out of the nozzle because of the quenching effect of ele-

vated O2 content (Fig. 3(c)).

To obtain the simple pattern on the polyethylene sur-

face, the microplasma jet system was moved with a speed of

2 mm/s on a straight line over the polyethylene surface while

the plasma was ignited with 200 ml/min He and 2.6 ml/min

O2. The distance of the nozzle tip from the polymer surface

was 2 mm. The effects of microplasma jet treatment on the

polyethylene were characterized by several methods. The

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a patterned

polyethylene sample is given in Fig. 4. The elongated lines

seen on the virgin polyethylene surface are due to the manu-

facturing process as the material is biaxially stretched

(Goodfellow, 75 lm thick). However, after the plasma treat-

ment the surface topography of the patterned area looks very

different than the as-received polyethylene surface. It is clear

that the surface topography and roughness were changed

along the plasma treated line while the rest of the substrate

remained unaffected. A well-defined �10 lm thick line was

patterned on the polyethylene surface without using any

mask or master stamps.

The surface chemical composition changes on the

microplasma patterned surface, expressed through the oxy-

gen and carbon concentration on the plasma functionalized

surface, were measured by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS). A 100 W monochromatic A1 Ka (1486.7 eV) beam

irradiated a 12 lm� 12 lm sampling area with a take-off

angle of 90�. Elemental high resolution scans for C1s

and O1s were taken at the pass energy of 20 eV. The XPS

FIG. 1. (Color online) Microlasma jet system and its components (drawing

is not to scale).

FIG. 2. (Color online) The microplasma nozzle system (a) power-off, (b)

microplasma in contact with the substrate (scale bars: 500 lm).

FIG. 3. (Color online) The microplasma with various He-O2 content. (a)

100% He, (b) 97.5% He þ 2.5% O2, and (c) 87.5% He þ 12.5% O2. Images

were taken in a dark room with 190 Hz pulse repetition rate and 0.62 s expo-

sure time corresponding to superposition of about 120 voltage pulses.

FIG. 4. (Color online) SEM image of freeform maskless patterned polyeth-

ylene surface. Distance between dashed lines is approximately 10 lm. (Gas

flow rate: 202.6 ml/min, gas composition: 98.8% He þ 1.2% O2, nozzle dis-

tance: 2 mm, nozzle speed: 2 mm/s).
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data shows that the fraction of carbon-containing groups

decreased with the plasma exposure while the concentration

of oxygen containing functional groups increased. The

atomic concentration of oxygen increased from 5% for the

virgin polymer to 18% for the plasma treated material along

the center of the plasma footprint. The highest concentration

of oxygen (or lowest amount of carbon) was observed on the

center location of the patterned line and started to decrease

by the lateral distance (up to �2 mm).

Following the patterning process, mouse osteoblast cells

(7F2 – #CRL-12557, ATCC, VA) were deposited on the

polyethylene surface to assess the effect of microplasma

treatment on cell organization. Cell suspensions, with 106

cells/ml concentration, were pipetted immediately after the

microplasma treatment, and samples were placed into an in-

cubator (37 �C, 5% CO2) for 2 h. After incubation, the sub-

strates were vigorously rinsed with phosphate-buffered

saline (PBS) to remove the unattached cells. The remaining

cells were labeled with bisbenzimide (Hoechst 33258) to

make the nuclei of the attached cells visible.

Fig. 5 shows the fluorescence images of cell nuclei labeled

with bisbenzimide that are attached on the patterned area after

the PBS wash. Images show that the attachment and survival

of the osteoblast cells takes place mostly along the plasma

treated line while untreated surfaces showed almost no attach-

ment and viability. This demonstrates that the cells which

adhered on the surface showed significantly high degree of ad-

hesion strength. Although the observed widths of the morpho-

logically modified surface (Fig. 4) and the chemically

activated areas were found to be 10 lm and �2 mm, respec-

tively, the size of the patterned cell is about that of micro-

plasma (50 lm). This suggests that the reason for the enhanced

cell adhesion is due to the combinatorial effect of increased

surface roughness and modified surface chemistry along the

pattern. Slight dispersion of the cells (Fig. 5, left-hand side)

can be attributed to the presence of micro-roughness and traces

of oxygen residue on the virgin polyethylene.

In conclusion, a He-O2 microplasma jet was developed

and operated at atmospheric pressure. Surface functionaliza-

tion/modification (physical and chemical) was achieved on

polyethylene. The biological test showed that surface

functionalization resulted in the attachment and survival of

the osteoblast cells, specifically along the plasma treated pat-

tern. This simple and effective single-step process enables

cell and/or biomolecule printing for future biofabrication and

tissue engineering applications.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Labeled osteoblast cells attached on patterned area

(scale bar: 50 lm).
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